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Java for linux mint 64 bit

Back to the Home page Content of this page: 1. Today, all major web browsers block Java plug-ins, due to serious security issues. It is advisable to talk about it. Note: This only applies to Java. There is also Javascript, which is much safer. So there is no need to disable Javascript as well. 2. For Java there is a good
open source application available: OpenJDK. It is available in regular Ubuntu repositories and receives regular security updates. For many people this Java is adequate. That's why the oracle (Sun) Java Runtime Environment (JRE) closed source has been removed from Ubuntu's official software repositories. It even
disappeared from the Partners repository. Do the following to make sure you have openJDK (it's present by default in Mint, but you may have deleted it): Launch a terminal window. (You can launch a terminal window like this: 'Click') Tap (use copy/paste: quickly click three times on the blue line to select the entire line):
sudo apt-get install by default-jre Press Enter. Type in your password when it's invited. In Ubuntu it remains completely invisible, even the dots don't show when you type, that's normal. In Mint, that has changed: you'll see asterisks when you type. Press again Enter. Now OpenJDK will be installed automatically as well,
with the plugin. So: OpenJDK is suitable for most people. However.... 3. However, some Mint users will still need Oracle (Sun) Java JRE. For those I wrote this manual. When you want JRE in Mint, you can use a manual method. A manual method has the advantage that you don't have to rely on shady third-party
repositories, which can be dangerous, either by malice or simple negligence (outdated insecurity). 3.1. There is a positive exception: the filing of duinsoft.nl, which belongs to a respected member of the Dutch Ubuntu community. This contains a script that will always pull the latest Oracle Java from the Oracle site, and
install it in your system. Do you prefer the manual way? Then read below; it's almost as easy as using the Duinsoft repo. Manual installation is not difficult, even if you have to use the terminal for this (yikes!). Accuracy is important: it only succeeds when you follow the instructions exactly. 4. A manually installed app
doesn't get any updates from Mint! For JRE, you'll need to take care of the security updates yourself. To do this, you'll want to check Java's verification site regularly, to see if there are any updated versions available. JRE itself won't alert you (it does only in Windows) Oracle issues critical security updates on a calendar
fixed time (except emergencies). On this page, search for the Oracle Java SE Critical Patch Updates category. It may be helpful to write these dates in your agenda. 5. The default generic version of Mint is 64 bits, and the 32-bit ecosystem is collapsing everywhere. So the how-to is only for 64-bit. If you're not sure if your
system is 64-bit, 64-bit, That's the way it is. 6. The way to do it below is a step-by-step approach that relies on the terminal. Copy and carefully paste the terminal orders. 6.1. First, you'll want to remove the browser plug-in from the old JRE or openJDK (if you have it). Only the browser plug-in should be removed!
Otherwise, unwanted side effects may occur. When the old JRE has been manually installed in /opt/java, see the statement at the bottom of this page (under the Delete header, element 6.6). When you don't have an old JRE, you probably have openJDK and the IcedTea plug-in browser. The icedTea browser plug-in
must be removed; openJDK itself can stay on your hard drive. Like this: Start a terminal window. (You can launch a terminal window like this: 'Click') Use copy/paste to transfer the next blue line to the terminal, to avoid typo: sudo apt-get delete icedtea Press Enter. Type in your password when it's invited. In Ubuntu it
remains completely invisible, even the dots don't show when you type, that's normal. In Mint, that has changed: you'll see asterisks when you type. Press again Enter. 6.2. Get the right file from the Java site: for 64 bits, you want Linux x64. The name of this file ends on .tar.gz. Do not choose Linux x64 RPM (file name
ends on x64.rpm), because RPM is not designed for Linux Mint, but for other Linux distro. Note: Store the file in the Downloads folder. So in: /home/your-user-name/Firefox Downloads puts downloaded files there by default, but not all web browsers do it like that. For example, user John should place the file in:
/home/john/Downloads If in doubt, check it. This is important for terminal orders that you will execute later; otherwise, they won't be correct. 6.3. Note: Terminal commands in this how-to eventually refer to an older version of JRE. When there is a new version, you can simply adapt file names in the terminal commands.
This how-to was written for JRE 8 271 update (64-bit version). A. Create a new sub-folder in the opt folder, using a terminal command: Start a terminal window. (You can launch a terminal window like this: 'Click') Use copy/paste to transfer the next blue line to the terminal, to avoid typo: sudo mkdir -p -v /opt/java/64 Press
Enter. Type in your password when you're invited. In Ubuntu it remains completely invisible, even the dots don't show when you type, that's normal. In Mint, that has changed: you'll see asterisks when you type. Press again Enter. B. Now go into the Downloads folder and unpack compressed JRE file you just
downloaded, with the following combined command: Use copy/paste) to transfer the next blue line to the terminal (it's a line): CD Downloads and tar -xvzf/Downloads/jre-8u271-linux-x64.tar.gz Press Enter.C. Move the unpacked content of the JRE file to the system folder you created in step A, with the following
command: Copy/paste the next line in the terminal: sudo mv-v mv-v /opt/java/64 Press Enter. D. Now you'll want to tell the system, that there's a new Java version available: Copy/paste the next blue line in the terminal (it's a line): sudo update-alternatives - install /usr/bin/java java /opt/java/64/jre1.8.0_271/bin/java 1
Press entry. Note: Are you updating from a previous Java version, which you manually deleted? Then you will have to execute the above command twice, because you will get an error message the first time. E. Tell the system that the new Java should be by default: Copy/paste the next line in the terminal (it's a line):
sudo update-alternatives --set java/opt/java/64/jre1.8.0_271/bin/java Press Enter. 6.4. By default, Java allows itself to use a maximum amount of crazy disk space for the cache (what did the developers smoke?). You can limit this as follows: call the Java control panel as follows (in each user account): Start a terminal
window. (You can launch a terminal window like this: 'Click') Copy/paste in the terminal: /opt/java/64/jre1.8.0_271/bin/ControlPanel Press Enter. Temporary Internet Files - Settings... Disk space: Limit it to 50MB. Click Delete Files... OK - OK - Apply - OK. Repeat this in each user account. Do you have a solid state
command (SSD)? Then, turn off this cache entirely, because you'll want to limit writing actions as much as possible for an SSD. Note: This command is only for JRE 8 update 271. You'll need to adapt it when you use another version. 6.5. Are there other user accounts on the computer? Then use the Java control panel in
these other user accounts, to limit the maximum use of the cache disk (see step 6.4). 6.6. Would you like to re-delete JRE? It is very easy to remove a manually installed JRE. As follows: a. Delete the folder/opt/java and what it contains, using the following terminal command: Start a terminal window. (You can launch a
terminal window like this: 'Click') Copy/paste in the terminal: sudo rm -r -v /opt/java Press Enter. Type in your password when it's invited. In Ubuntu it remains completely invisible, even the dots don't show when you type, that's normal. In Mint, that has changed: you'll see asterisks when you type. Press again Enter. 6.7.
It is easy to update an older version. Proceed as described above, under the header Removal (point 6.6). Then install the new version. 7. Do you want more advice and adjustments? There are many more of them on this site! For example: Speed up your Linux Mint! Clean Your Linux Mint Safely Avoid 10 Fatal Mistakes
To the Content of This Website Creative Commons license. Back to the home page Warning Page 2 The how-to, tips and tricks on this site are mainly written for Linux Mint 20 Ulyana. But you can also use them for the 20.04.x version of Ubuntu and its flavors, provided you do it first ( 'click'). A. Installation of Linux Mint 1.
Linux Mint: easy to use first. Choose the right flavour for you! 2. Burn Linux Mint on a DVD in the right way 3. 3. With Windows 10: Set them up first for the double boot 4. Install Linux Mint alongside Windows (double startup) B. Just after installing Linux Mint 1. Round your Linux Mint 20 Cinnamon cleanly: do these 10
things first 2. Round your Linux Mint 20 MATE carefully: Do these 10 things first 3. Round your Linux Mint 20 Xfce carefully: do these 10 things first 4. Speed up your Mint! 5. How to safely clean Linux Mint C. Reinstall mint and upgrade an older currency to 20 1. How to reinstall Linux Mint easily 2. How to upgrade an old
Linux Mint quickly and safely to 20 D. Linux Mint Xfce: for older computers 1. For older computers: Linux Mint Xfce - Round your Linux Mint 20 Xfce cleanly: do these 10 things first 2. For really old computers: the Linux Mint legacy 19.2 Xfce - Round your Linux Mint Legacy 19.2 Xfce cleanly: do these 10 things first 3. How
to fit the panels of your Xfce desktop More tips and how to do for Linux Mint 20 can be found below (the G to K sections) E. Ubuntu 20.04 Focal Fossa 1. Speed up your Ubuntu! 2. How to clean Ubuntu safely 3. How to turn your Ubuntu 20.04 into Xubuntu 20.04 4. How best to upgrade Ubuntu 18.04 to 20.04 F. Bodhi
Linux 1. Bodhi Linux 5.1 LTS: a prince of the mini 2. Round your Linux Bodhi Cleanly: Do these 10 things first Search this site? Tip: You can find the way to do what you need, using the search box in the top right corner of this website. G. General 1. Avoid 10 fatal errors 2. How to install apps 3. Printers and scanners:
how to install them 4. Security (on viruses and firewalls) 5. Wireless security (four popular myths and 12 tips) 6. How to create a secure password that's easy to remember 7. The Linux 8 file system. 45 Frequently Asked Questions (FAQs) - First Part 9. 45 frequently asked questions (FAQs) - Second Part 10. 45
frequently asked questions (FAQ) - part three 11. 39 tips and adjustments (part one) 12. 39 tips and adjustments (part two) 13. How to clean Linux Mint safely 14. Speed up your Mint! H. Printers and scanners 1. Install Samsung printers (all models) 2. Install HP printers (all models) 3. Install Brother printers (all models)
4. Install Canon PIXMA I. Troubleshooting printers in Linux Mint 1. The dual start installation seems impossible 2. Solutions for some bugs in Linux Mint 20 3. Display problems 4. Sound problems 5. Internet connection problems 6. Grub loader: how to repair, adapt or remove it 6.1. Repair Grub for Windows 10 (EFI or
UEFI) 7. Forgotten password: that 8. Windows 7 no longer starts 9. Windows 8.x or 10 no longer starts 10. List of software sources: how to fix it 11. SiS 771/671 graphics: how to tame it J. Popular apps in Linux Mint 1. Update Manager: Understand and optimize 2. Firefox: change it to the right 3. Chrome: make it even
better 4. Free Office: set it up well 5. Network Manager: How to connect to a VPN 6. Wine: use Windows applications on Linux (discouraged!) 7. inxi: everything you need for on your computer 8. Java: how to install it in Linux Mint, Ubuntu and Debian 9. How to migrate your email from Windows to Linux K. Advanced 1.
Give the Grub menu a holiday photo for background 2. SSD: Optimize your solid state drive for Linux Mint 20 3. How to install the latest Nvidia driver for your 4 video card. System hacks for advanced Linux Mint 5 users. How to install a free legal Windows in VirtualBox 6. Conky: Watch your system 7. Run your web
browser from a secure sandbox 8. How to install the latest AMD 9 video driver. How to help translate 10. How to automatically execute a root command at Start 11. The Factory: Advice projects that are still rough and unst polished L. Tips for all Linux Distributions Tips for All Distro Linux M. Routers and Wireless Internet
1. Wireless security (four popular myths and 11 tips) 2. Amplify the wireless signal on your router 3. Install a second router in your home 4. Reduce electromagnetic radiation from computer devices 5. Install Tomato or FreshTomato on your router 6. Put DD-WRT on your N router. Various questions 1. Quickly replace
your Windows 7 with an easy and free Linux 2. Surviving difficult times: A buyer's guide to a personal economic crisis 3. Warning for Writers: Bad Writing Experience for No Starch Press Getting Help Need Help? Get it for Linux Mint here (Click) What's new? You can follow me on Twitter, to receive a review on the new
tips on this site (click on the image below): Please report errors If you wish, you can help improve the how-to on this site, by reporting errors in this Google group. Thank you for your help! Getting help Need help? Get it here (Click) On content The content of this website is a translation of some of the content of my Dutch



website. My Dutch website contains even more tips and how-to for Ubuntu and Linux Mint. So if you're able to read Dutch (or Afrikaans, which is closely related to Dutch), you might want to take a look out there, too. About the author The author of these pages. License: Creative Commons I encourage copying the
information on this site! The more knowledge spreads, the better... This is the applicable license: this work is licensed Creative Commons Attribution-Share Alike 3.0 Nonported License. The attribution must mention the home page of this site. Legal advice In some countries, the application of some of the advice on this
website may be illegal, as several tips (mainly relating to multimedia) involve the installation of patented and/or restricted software. Warning Use at your own risk: read non-responsibility. Warning. Warning.
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